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Abstract:
This article proposes model (basic modules, functions and their relations) for simulation of an artificial
intelligence. The model is based on two items: Concept and Idea. Collaboration between these items is
described so that it can simulate a “thinking” creature.

Article:
There are many modern principles, how to define the “thinking” machine. Most of them are based on
comparison with the human thinking. No one of them say that the human brain is more than computing.
Important modern propositions in the philosophy of AI (Artificial Intelligence) say: Every aspect of
learning or any other feature of intelligence can be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate
it. [1]

We studied many literatures about the AI philosophy, abilities of current computational systems, new
propositions of modern neural networks, comparison with the neurological description of a human brain.
Nevertheless, we can simply rely on the thought of Rene Descartes: Cogito ergo sum (English: "I think,
therefore I am") [2].

We based our accept on usage of two items: Concept and Idea:
Concept (sometimes “Item”) represents some object with his
properties and in proper hierarchy (also “class” in mathematics).
In contemporary philosophy, there are at least three prevailing ways
to understand what a concept is [3].
Idea represents relation between concepts. This is interpretation
from Plato and Democritus philosophy – Theory of Form [4].
After that, it was necessary to create theoretical model of a machine,
which is able to work with concepts, create ideas as abstraction
generator. Also, this machine must give proper response to an input
event and must be able to work internally with internal concepts.
The machine must be able to work without external mover and must
be able to process natural vagueness.

René Descartes
Portrait from Frans Hals, 1648[5]

The basic problem was how to implement an abstraction process. We found that it is necessary to
implement 5 elementary logical functions, sequence and amount interpretation. With these functions, it is
possible to simulate all most complex ideas.

As it is clearly seen from the detailed description, real implementation of the whole machine is not
suitable for current most prevailing computer concept (processor, memory etc.). It is suitable for simple
implementation by neural network.
We tried to verify our concept in reality on standard computer. It was a hard work to program it on the
computer, but we succeeded. Every, who tried to make an AI model will agree that the most difficult
thing is to make a data set for testing. This data set must be small, but consistent, because of small
hardware possibilities of the testing machine.
This article does not want describe the thinking machine in details. It wants to describe the main
principles and main modules. Otherwise, it should be able to write a book for each module.

Following picture shows the main modules and their relations:

Detailed description of modules:
Active memory.
This is the basic module implementing most of the operations. It is presented in almost all brains (animal
and human). This module collects all inputting information, translates it into concepts and creates
relations between concepts. Each concept is physically represented by active item – neuron. Active
memory is able to represent basic operations and relations:
•
•
•
•

Conjunction (˄ - logical AND)
Disjunction (˅ - logical OR)
Negation (logical NOT)
Great quantification (∀ - logical ALL)

•
•
•

Small quantification (∃ - logical EXIST)
Follow (logical sequence)
0,1,2 (logical basic numbering)

Active memory contains all concepts in the form of “hardware” and “software” items. Hardware item is
active if all input ideas activating this item are fulfilled. It is hardware wired. Software item is active if
all input ideas activating this item are fulfilled, but it is not hardware wired – conditions are temporarily
defined only.
Schematic difference between these two items is displayed on the following picture showing hypothetic
interpretation in the living systems. Realization in the artificial neural networks is similar and simple.
“Hardware” items are directly wired in the
network. Individual dendrites (inputs) and neuron
cell realize the logical function between input
dendrites. This realization has quick response and
is stable.
“Software” items activate the proper cell only if
external programming signals modify the internal
dendrite logical function so that it corresponds to
the required function. Software realization of the
logical function is not as quick as hardware
wiring, but it processes the function in real time.
The picture displays simplified schematic
function of a neuron in living system [6]. Neuron
cell collects analog electric signals from
individual dendrites and if it exceed certain level
(-55 mV), it rapidly changes the electric potential
in one output axon (up to 100 mV – principle “all
or nothing”) sending this output to another cells
via synapses. After that the signal relaxes to the
original “zero” level (up to 100-times per
second). One neuron may have up to 200 000
connections to other neurons (electrical [7] or
chemical [8] synapses).
Everybody can say: but what to do, if individual neurons are very distant and represent different areas of
thinking? For example: if I say “AIDS”, there must be an idea connecting it with the English language
term “Acquired” and the artist´s name “Freddie Mercury”. This is not possible by simple direct dendrite
connection during the learning and software phase. It must be able to address distant neurons and include
them into the idea. Human brain has about 1010 neurons in Cerebral cortex, which is in area of our
interest. From the theory of information, it is necessary to have 34 bits of elementary information to
address certain neuron. And, with necessary redundancy 3x, we will need about 100 bits.
What does it mean? We need at least 100 software driven dendrites to create a logical function managing
the output relation. How to do that? There are many ways how to implement it. We can save the
information based on a spatial recognition (behavior on each synapse connection) or time-based
recognition (time sequence of signals). Implementation can be done in the distributed memory too. But
here we are on the “dark” field of the informational theory, so let we keep it as a hypothesis only.

Concept generator
This module is relatively simple. It monitors the situation in the Active memory and if more items
(neurons) for some concept are activated simultaneously, it creates a new item connecting them (on the
software basis). Concept generator may be intrinsic part of the Active memory.

Idea generator
This module is very important module available for humans only. It creates interconnection between
concepts based on idea – logical function. Interconnection is represented by active item which is activated
if input concepts fulfill the proposed logical function. This function is represented on the software basis
only in the generation phase. Activated items fulfilling one logical function may be chained into more
complex formulation (molecular formulas). All complex formulations may by expressed by the set of
simple logical operations (atomic formulas) understood by the Active memory.
Idea generator may be complex, but the random testing of logical operations between 2 concepts is
sufficient.
Idea generator performs operations which may be called “thinking”. It is the realization of inference
missing in other AI simulation machines.

Hardware fixing
Hardware fixing is necessary part of the Active memory. It has 2 tasks:
•
•

Fix software operations (logical functions between concepts) into hardware wiring. It selects the
mostly used, most simple and operations fulfilling other conditions for fixing.
Removes hardware and software connections which are not suitable for thinking process. It selects
the unused connections, but also the connections generating outputs in conflict with other
connections.

Both processes are running during the sleeping. Sleeping is the necessary phase for “cleaning” of the
Active memory.

Response generator
Response generator is one of the most complex components of the Active memory. It processes aims on
the LIFO (Last In – First Out) basis. It is tightly tied together with the Active memory. Active memory
holds list of aims which should be fulfilled and provides them to the Response generator. Response
generator processes them from Down to Up. Example list of aims:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Stay alive
Obtain food
Obtain money
Visit TV competition
Go to the TV building
Walk on the pavement
Make the step

Responses are not a clear list of simple actions; it must accommodate every action to the actual
conditions, change them and take into account many considerations.

Human brain
Human brain is more complex than intelligent system described above. It contains specific areas helping
signal processing for specialized actions. These areas are like: speech recognition and creation, motoric
system, vegetative system, limbic system, visual processing, listening processing etc. This article
describes principles of the intelligent function realized in the Cerebral cortex only.

Conclusion

This article described how to create artificial intelligence system from individual components. Each
component has role, which cannot be simply replaced by imprudent accumulation of components realized
by any way (classical computation, signal processing or neural network). We are on the beginning of the
understanding intelligent systems. But we want to say, that the above mentioned principle may be valid
for any hardware realization (inorganic-organic, differentiated-distributed etc.).
Intelligent system which cannot be distinguished from the human response fulfills the Rene Descartes
thought: Cogito ergo sum.
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